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Report on LBA Milfoil Control Program and on 
the ECO-Harvester 26 September 2015  

Water Quality Committee By: Bill Wood  

Summary  

As of September 13
th 

the ECO Harvester has been in operation 
for 76 hours since it was delivered in early May. Of that time 
roughly 10 hours occurred during machine familiarization 
before our first allowed harvest date of June 20. In the 
remaining 66 hours we have collected 70 cubic yards of weed 
from the lake. That is a pile of weed 4’ wide, 4’ high and 120’ 
long. Except for 6 cubic yards of harvested growing milfoil, all 
this amount was the result of skimming mats of milfoil and 
other loose floating aquatic weeds. On average, skimming 
operations were able to collect 1 1⁄2 cubic yards/hr whereas 
harvesting operations could only collect 1/3 cubic yards/hr or 
less. Other than about 9 cubic yards that went to private land 
owners, all weed removed from the lake was taken to Flanders 
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DoYou Know!! 

Millions of years ago, clays that 
accumulated on the ocean 
floor compressed into shale. 
When the ocean floor uplifted 
to form the Taconic Mountains, 
heat and pressure 
metamorphosed the shale into 
much harder slate. Lake 
Bomoseen nestles in a valley 
surrounded by some of the 
lower hills on the western side 
of the range. The Taconics are 
the slate-producing region of 
Vermont, and the area's history 
parallels the rise and fall of 
Vermont's slate industry- 
Wikipedia 

Do You Know!!! 

That Mt. Independence 
located in Orwell, Vermont was 
originally named “Rattlesnake 
Mountain”  It changed it’s 
name to Mt Independence in 
celebration of the Declaration 
of Independence. 

TIME CHANGE 

Don’t forget to turn your 
clock back on November 1.  
Fall back and spring forward.

LBA NEWS 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE FRIENDLY PEOPLE OF LAKE BOMOSEEN
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farm on Rt 30 for soil enrichment.  

For the lake as a whole, the growth of milfoil this year has 
been much less than in years past. This might be due to an 
especially cold winter and deep snow-cover on the ice blocking 
sunlight. The milfoil can be seen growing on the lake bottom 
but there are very few places where it actually reached the 
surface to form live dense mats. On the other hand, some 
invasive and native aquatic plants have flourished. The 
invasive curly-leaf pondweed has been fairly dense in some 
areas. Plants that seem to have flourished this year are white 
water lilies and eel grass. Small patches of yellow flowered 
cow lilies have also been noticed in several locations south of 
Float Bridge. Water lily spread is probably the greatest threat to 
shallow areas of the lake with some patches appearing to have 
doubled in size since 2015. Late this summer eel grass had 
become a large proportion of the freely floating aquatic plants 
drifting north with the wind. Much of the eel grass recovered 
has roots attached and it is assumed that they would sink and 
take root in the fall.  

The free floating aquatic weeds of all kinds are cut loose by 
boat propellers or they fragment naturally. Almost all of them 
are driven north by the prevailing southerly summer winds. 
Eventually most of these fragments are blown up against the 
south side of Float Bridge and the shorelines immediately 
south of the bridge and, to a lesser extent, into Eagle Bay, 
North Cove and a few other areas. These areas are fairly easy 
and very productive targets for collecting and removing 
vegetation from the lake before it sinks and either takes root or 
dies to become part of the ever deepening silt.  

Finding unloading locations for the harvester is a problem. We 
have three locations in the north lake: Terry Moran’s property 
in Eagle Bay, the town launching ramp in Crystal Haven Cove 
and, (with much gratitude), the Hubbardton unloading 
conveyor north of Float Bridge. With the lake as much as 6-12 
inches low in the last month, use of the Crystal Haven ramp 
has not been possible and it is difficult at Terry’s property. The 
Hubbardton conveyor remains viable but it was removed for 

the season on September 15
th

. There are several potential 
unloading locations in the south lake but their usefulness has 
yet to be explored. The primary means of transportation of 
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SIP BOMOSEEN 

On October 9, 60 friends and 
neighbors arrived at the 
Lakehouse to taste and pair 
wines with different favors to 
compare.  Sip Bomoseen was an 
educational and fun event as well 
as a huge financial success.  
Thanks to the LBA social 
committee, those who attended, 
the LBA board for donating wine 
for the door prizes.  Special 
thanks to Susan and Fred Fields 
who opened their beautiful 
restaurant and made the tasty 
goodies and to Baker Wine 
Distributors for providing the 
wines for tasting 

It's wonderful for Bomoseen 
when folks come together to 
raise funds to protect, preserve 
and promote lake.  Ideas for 
future events and volunteers are 
encouraged to contact Davene 
Brown at 
gdddbrown@hotmail.com. 

mailto:gdddbrown@hotmail.com
mailto:gdddbrown@hotmail.com
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weed to Flanders has been Terry’s dump truck but an alternative is needed when he is not available. 
The Town of Castleton agreed to help transport harvested weed but they have limitations that have 
prevented us from taking advantage of their offer; they will not go on private roads or private property 
and will not back their truck any distance into the water.  

We have had many people throughout the lake who have offered overnight docking space and 
although we have not used many of them the offers are very much appreciated.  

We have been fortunate to have some reliable drivers, two of whom are not even LBA members, 
Steve Johnson and Scott Welch. Other drivers include Luca Conte, Terry Moran and Bill Wood, and 
recently Steve Ballard. Operator training takes a significant amount of time and the coordination of 
drivers, as well as where and when to unload, needs more attention and more resources.  

ECO Harvester Performance and Problems  

The ability of the ECO Harvester to pull out milfoil by the roots was one of the main reasons LBA 
bought this machine. It has proved to be ineffective in this aspect of operation in Lake Bomoseen. The 
Weeder’s Digest advertising was deceptive in this regard.  

The full throttle 10 mph empty transit speed of the ECO Harvester was another main reason LBA 
bought this machine since it would allow easy coverage of the lake with minimal transit times. The 
actual maximum empty transit speed is only 4.5 mph, effectively more than doubling unproductive 
transit times. This means that a transit from Indian Point to Float Bridge is over 70 minutes instead of 
32 minutes. Weeder’s Digest advertising and the ECO Harvester Operator’s Manual both specify the 
10 mph top speed. On the phone the manufacturer simply said “it was not his number”. This is a case 
of very deceptive advertising.  

The ability to skim free floating mats of aquatic weeds was another main reason LBA bought the ECO 
Harvester. The machine excels at this. Where we find large dense mats of free floating weed, the ECO 
Harvester has collected as much as 3 1⁄2 cubic yards in an hour.  

If you collect more than 3 1⁄2 to 4 cubic yards and the weeds are very dense, the ECO Harvester’s 
speed decreases to a crawl and it is very difficult to keep it going in a straight line. If the unloading 
location is a mile away it can take over an hour to get there. Except when heavily loaded, the ECO 
Harvester is very maneuverable and can be worked easily within inches of docks and other 
obstructions.  

The ECO Harvester self-unloads with surprising ease. Sometimes a little pitchfork work is needed to 
persuade the weed up the conveyor, especially if the weed is slippery. It would help if the conveyor 
were two feet longer so the truck would not have to back into the water up to its axle and we could 
unload at more locations.  

The ECO-Harvester is maintenance intensive requiring the greasing of 31 locations every 10 hours of 
operation. Two of the grease points are inaccessible and can only be reached if you are in the water so 
you can reach in under the aft end of the cargo bin with both arms fully extended. One of the bearings 
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would not accept any grease. The ECO Harvester manufacturer sent a replacement bearing free of 
charge and was installed.  

We have had some engine stalling issues. The manufacturer said we must be using gas with ethanol. 
The engine manual says we can use 10% ethanol gas. The Harvester Operator’s Manual says nothing 
either way. We have used mostly ethanol free gas and are now using it exclusively. The engine has not 
stalled lately.  

The intake/unload conveyor belt began to break links July 14
th 

after only 34 hours of operation. A 

new belt was ordered and it was installed on August 13
th

. Links on the new belt began to fail on 

August 25
th

. Belt manufacturer recommended repositioning sprockets which was accomplished on 
September 1. Links continue to break but at reduced rate. Belt manufacturer also recommends adding 
more sprockets to reduce spacing to 6” or less. As delivered the ECO Harvester sprocket locations and 
spacing did not conform to belt manufacturer’s installation recommendations. We believe we now 
know the combination of factors that are causing the belt failures and the remedy. An ECO Harvester 
was delivered to a lake association in Connecticut the same time ours was delivered and they have 
also broken conveyor belts.  

The manufacturer has not been very helpful in resolving any of these problems except for the one 
replacement bearing. All of the other problems he blames on poor maintenance and adjustment or 
improper operation. We have maintained and adjusted the ECO Harvester in accordance with the 
Operator’s Manual. The Manual is very poorly written and in many cases conflicts with information 
the manufacturer provides over the phone. Other than telling you how to start and stop the engine and 
how each control lever works, there is no mention of weed harvesting in the Manual and what is 
proper or improper.  

The manufacturer has stopped responding to our emails requesting help and assistance to resolve the 
above problems.   

Recommendations  

So where do we go from here?  

We have a machine that does not pull milfoil by the roots, does not make speed, cannot be loaded 
heavily without losing controllability, is maintenance intensive and has a problem with breaking 
conveyor belts.  

We do have a machine that is a good skimmer of free floating weeds, is very maneuverable when 
lightly loaded and unloads easily at locations having the right conditions.  

Our recommendation is to modify the ECO Harvester to make it a better skimmer and to give up 
trying to make it a harvester of growing milfoil. Since most of the free floating weeds blow north with 
the prevailing wind, the harvester could be permanently stationed up near Float Bridge where it is 
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close to most of the floating mats and known locations where it can be unloaded. Its practical range of 
operation would not extend south of a line drawn between Sucker Brook and Rabbit Island. 
Occasional trips further south to skim would be possible.  

Modifications to the ECO Harvester would include some modest reshaping of the pontoon bows to 
create more of a funnel into the conveyor, an extension of the hull aft to add more buoyancy to handle 
heavy loads and slightly increase speed, add extension pipes to the two inaccessible grease fittings, 
add additional sprockets to each end of the conveyor, add a pressure relief valve to the conveyor drive 
motor so when a stick jams in the roller it does not overstress and break the belt and get a new 
conveyor belt with enough material for a complete spare.  

LBA should develop a comprehensive lake management plan and should start searching for a used 
cutter type of harvester and an unloading conveyor to work the south lake. Most of the loose 
fragments created by the cutting harvester would drift north and then be collected by the ECO 
Harvester.  

The mechanical harvesting State of Vermont permit would have to be changed to reflect these changes 
in equipment. The permit should also be changed to allow harvesting of invasive curly pond weed and 
a limited harvesting of white water lilies in order to clear navigable paths to docks when requested by 
the LBA or 200 Club property owner.  

With the addition of another piece of equipment, the need to operate many more hours and the need 
for more frequent and higher volume transportation, the Lake Bomoseen milfoil control program 
cannot be sustained with a strictly volunteer work force as it has been in 2015. Harvester operators 
and truck drivers need to be compensated fairly for their time.  

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS

Last month I received a few comments and questions about the lake and even a comment on the Battle 
of Bennington. (I mean the Battle for Bennington)  If you have any concerns or comments please 
email me at bobf@lakebomoseenassociation.org and I will answer your questions or concerns as soon 
as possible.

In next month’s issue of LBA News I want to talk about how you can help the LBA and the volunteer 
opportunities that can ensure that our lake remains beautiful.

Bob Franzoni
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